DOUBLE SIDED ROTARY TABLET PRESS
Robust with high quality Engineering
Medium batch production
Maximum output upto 2,16,000 tablets per hour
Tablets of upto 23 mm (25 mm on Demand) for 'D'
Tooling and 16 mm for 'B' Tooling in diameter
Safe, Simple to operate and easy to maintain
Designed as per cGMP standards

Manufacturer & Exporter of Pharmaceuticals Machineries

Adjustable Upper
Punch Penetration

Lubrication System

It is a square model/double sided rotary tablet
Press/ promising unmatched quality for
medium batch Production. Safety/enhanced
performance /clean ability and ease of
operation is its most significant features

MACHINE CONSTRUCTION
a) Material Feeding Operation
Overload Pressure
Release System

Compression Zone

The Feeders can be easily removed for cleaning
between product changeover because of quick release
feeder clamping screws. Effective feeder leveling ensures
that the feeder bases can be easily set and maintained at
the desired height. Resetting of the feeder base is not
Required even if the feeder is removed for cleaning.

b) Compact Design For Higher Output
The powder circulating bend fitted to the feeder keeps the
powder spilling to an absolute minimum. This is noteworthy
since the machine is capable of
compressing
approximately 2,16,000 tablet per hour. Higher tablet
output with Greater weight consistency is obtained by an
extended tail Over the die/ ensuring that the die fill is
covered until the Moment of compression.

c) Powder lnlet setting
Adjustments in the powder inlet are made from the hopper
support bracket. These adjustments are possible without
having to shut down the machine and open the guards.

d) Optional Rotary Feeders
Non mechanical open feeders are standard equipment in
this Machine. Mechanical Rotary feeders / controlled by
selector switches from the front panel are also supplied as
an extra option.

e) Drive Configuration
The turret is driven by a precise phosphorus-bronze worm fitted
to a bearing mounted worm shaft which is driven by a Vee belt
and variable speed pulley mounted on the motor shaft via the
disc type friction clutch. Speed Adjustment is achieved by raising
or lowering the motor on its slide by means of a handwheel. Small
adjustments may be made to the engagement between the
worm and worm wheel to disallow any wear which can be
adjusted/In turn extending its life.

f) Cam Track Design
The Machine incorporates the latest cam track design having
smooth cam angles. Smooth cam angles improve punch
Travel/which in turn/ facilitate tablet ejection and reduce Punch
head wear extended through lubrication of the cam tracks.

g) Upper Punch Penetration
Adjustable upper punch penetration is supplied as a standard
feature with the machine (normally an optional with the other
tablet presses). Adjustable upper punch penetration provides the
following benefits:
Change the level at which the tablet is made in
the die

j) Overcoming Dust Hazard
Efficient dust extraction is achieved by means of a
controlled air stream/entering through screened air inlet Ducts
on to of the cabinet/and then flowing through the cabinet to the
dust extraction nozzles. Wherever a centralized system is not
available/ suitable dust extraction units can be supplied.

k) Operator Safety

Reduces ejection loads leading to extended
punch head life

lnterlocks switches are attached to all the upper guards and the
handwheel guard/ensuring that the machine switches off
immediately should a guard be left open during machine
operation. A guard indicator light is also provided on the machine
control panel for the same purpose.

Die life can be inceased by reversing the dies

I) Maintenance

Facilitates tableting of difficult product or very
shallow tablets

h) Lower Punch Scraper Seals
(Available in 27 & 35 Station only)
The problem of tight lower punches caused by
possible Ingress of powder into the punch guide holes is
minimized by protective scraper seals. Wear and tear is greatly
reduced hence extending tool life. What's more/the machine is
able to run for longer periods between clean downs.

i) Cleanability
The tableting zone has been designed as per the stringent cGMP
norms. The main features of the tableting zone include:
Paint-free tableting area
Easy access to the area for cleaning purposes
because of wider upper guards and absence of
corner pillars
Easy and through cleaning possible since most
fittings are detachable
Dust traps reduced to a bare minimum
Overall cross contamination and cleaning time
greatly reduced

Major controls and the one-shot lubrication system are easily
accessed through the panels. Since there are no moving parts in
this area these are not interlocked, Therefore adjustments can be
carried out safely while the machine is in operation.

m) Lubrication
All major lubrication points are served by the one-shot
Lubrication system. Oil cups are provided wherever continuous
Lubrication is required.

n) Overload and Pressure Release
Effectively, the safety valve of the machine, this is fitted to both
the lower pressure rolls. The overload pressure release should
always be set to relieve the pressure with minimum effort
consistent with the diameter and hardness of the tablets being
made. Adjustments are easily made from the lower cabinet.
Serious damage to both the machine and the punches can be
prevented through proper use and maintenance of this system

o) Motor Overload
Any appreciable motor overload that may occur due to tight
punches etc. is indicated on an ammeter fitted to the control
panel. The average amperage in normal running (tableting)
condition is to be noted. Any increase in this average should be
immediately investigated.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
Type

CM-D-27

CM-B-27

CM-B-35

CM-BB-45

No. of stations

27

27

35

45

Type of tooling

D

B

B

BB

Maximum

129000

129000

168000

216000

Minimum

50000

54000

70000

90000

Max. operating pressure (main)

10 Tons

6.5 Tons

6.5 Tons

6.5 Tons

Max. tablet diameter

25mm

16 mm

16 mm

11.1mm

Max. depth of fill

20mm

17.5mm

17.5mm

17.5mm

Upper punch penetration

1.5 to 8 mm

1.5 to 8 mm

1.5 to 8 mm

1.5 to 8 mm

Main electric motor

3.70kW/5 hp

3.75kW/5hp

3.75kW/5hp

3.75kW/5hp

1440RPM/415V

1440RPM/415V

1440RPM/415V

1440RPM/415V

50 Hz./3Ph.

50 Hz./3Ph.

50 Hz./3Ph.

50 Hz./3Ph.

Overall dimensions (cm)

109X109X182 H

109X109X182 H

109X109X182 H

109X109X182 H

Net weight

1143 kg

1143 kg

1143 kg

1143 kg

Case dimension (cm)

131X137X204 H

131X137X204 H

131X137X204 H

131X137X204 H

Gross Weight

1400 kg

1400 kg

1400 kg

1400 kg

Output tablets/hours*

* Depending upon the characteristic of material and shape & size of tablets.

NOTE : DUE TO CONTINIOUS IMPROVEMENTS IN THE MACHINERIES, SPECIFICATION OF THE MACHINERIES IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT ANY PRIOR NOTICE.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Disc Type Friction Clutch
Digital Tablet Counter
Slotted Upper Punch Guides
Double Sided Lifting Cams

OPTIONAL FEATURES

Manufacturer & Exporter of Pharmaceuticals Machineries

Regd. Office & Works :
56/A/4, Phase I, Near Bank of India, GIDC, Vatva, Ahmedabad-382 445. Gujarat (India).
Phone : +91-79-25895400, +91-79-25898806/7/8/9, Fax : +91-79-25891600,
Mobile : 9825015514 / 9898247777
Email : sales@cemach.com / exports@cemach.com Website : www.cemach.com

OCTOPUS DESIGNS : 98250 09382

Rotary Feeders
Shallow Fill Cams
AC Variable Frequency Drive for Main Motor and Force Feeder Motor
Auto-Lubrication System
Bilayer Tablet Attachment
Outside Controls for Tablet Weight and Hardness

